
SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA CRIMINAL DIVISION

UNITED STATES
Vv.

Lorenzo, aka “Lorinzo” Thompson - LUK28 Title 16 November 10,2023

SUPPLEMENTAL GERSTEIN

On Monday, November 6, 2023, the defendant was observed on Instagram Live appearing to be bragging about
the murder of 14-year-old N.E. that occurred less than three days prior. A Homicide Detective recorded this IG
Live broadcast. Your affiant reviewed the recordingof this Instagram Live broadcast and has confirmed that
the individual depicted in the broadcast was in fact the defendant, Lorenzo (Lorinzo) Thompson, having seen
him recently in person during questioning. In this broadcast, your affiant believes that the defendant references
the murder ofa “YB.” and says words to the effectofthat the defendant had “Got him.” (referring to Y.B.).
“The defendant shows no remorse during this broadcast and it appears that he is celebrating with others as he
demonstrates someone turning around to run and then falling after being shot. Friday i also referenced on the
broadcast. The decedent was shot and killed last Friday evening (pronounced after midnight). Your affiant has.
confirmed through family members that 14-year-old N.E.'s nickname was in fact “YB.”

On November 9th 2023, at approximately 1727 hours, MPD Third District Crime Suppression Officers W.
Whitfield, C. Williams and M. VanDuyse were in full uniform utilizing call-sign 3CST9 operating marked
enuiser “371 Officers were performing routine patrol when they noticed the defendant, Lorenzo Thompson, in
the front courtyard area o| (<i Park Housing Projects).

Officers had leaned earlier that the defendant had an active arrest warrant for a murder charge signed by Judge
Beck (2023CRWSLDO04107). Officers Whitfield, Williams and VanDuyse approached the defendant and
immediately apprehended him after the defendant initially resisted arrest, Officer Whitfield and Williams both
confirmed again over 3D Main Air and through WALES/NCIC that the defendant indeed had an active warrant.
The defendant was positively identified as 17-year-old Lorenzo Thompson (B/M DOB: 12/10/2005) through
‘numerous previous encounters as well through law enforcement resources. The defendant was placed under
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arrest and transported to the Homicide Branch where he invoked his Miranda rights. The defendant did indicate

during initial questioning that his first name is spelled “Lorinzo,” and not “Lorenzo.” Your affant believes that
his name is spelled “Lorinzo™ onthe documents associated with theoccupants of the apartment that was

searched.

Officer Whitfield is the same officer who assisted in the identificationofthe defendant from the BOLO in the
original arrest warrant related to the homicide. Pertaining to the identification, Officer Whitfield is an African

American officer who is ofthe same race as the defendant.

On November 9, 2023, a search warrant, signed by Judge Beck (2023CSWSLD004106), was executed inside

the apartment where the defendant was believed to be livingof | | | NERS I]

Washington D.C. 20009. A 9mm magazine was found inside a backpack that was inside ofa what i believed
10 be the defendant’s bedroom. A prescription bottle with the defendant’s name was found in the same

bedroom. The first name was spelled “Lorinzo”on this bottle. The weapon used in the homicide of 14-year-

old N.E. appears to be a 9mm semi-automatic firearm that would require a 9mm magazine.

The events and acts described aboveoccurred primarily in the District of Columbia and were committed as

described by defendant(s) listed i the case caption

SWORN TO ON NOVEMBER 10, 2023.

S/ Bryan Adelmeyer ~~D2-1466 CIDHOMICIDE MICHAEL URSINY
DETECTIVE Badge Unit Witness Deputy Clk

BRYAN ADELMEYER/CAD/S701 Sgt. MICHAEL URSINY, MPD LIASON
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